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CORRECTIONS

In the following provisions, “OFCOM is” should read “OFCOM are”:

- Page 18, section 16(9)
- Page 73, section 72(6)
- Page 76, section 77(4)
- Page 137, section 146(3)
- Page 171, section 187(3)(a)

In the following provisions, “section” should read “paragraph”:

- Page 380: Schedule 4, paragraph 7(3), fourth line
- Page 395: Schedule 9, paragraph 2(5), first line
- Page 410: Schedule 11, paragraph 10(7), first line
- Pages 410 and 411: Schedule 11, paragraph 11, first line in each of sub-paragraphs (2), (3), (4) and (5)
- Page 418: Schedule 12, paragraph 5(9), first line
- Page 421: Schedule 12, paragraph 8(11), first line
- Page 425: Schedule 12, paragraph 15(6), first line

Section 274

Page 247: the last phrase of subsection (3)(a) should read “to receive it in an intelligible form and free of charge;”

Section 280

Page 254: in subsection (5)(a), “provide” should read “provided”

Section 332

Page 293: subsection (3)(b) should begin “proportionate to the contravention”

Schedule 1

Page 368: in the italic heading above paragraph 11, “television” should be omitted

Schedule 11

Page 409: in paragraph 9(4)(a), “OFCOM has” should read “OFCOM have”

Schedule 17

Page 539: in paragraph 175(1), “(c. 00)” should read “(c. 1)”
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